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Release Notes                 October 27, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 
issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 10.27.21.  
 
[Business Enhancement] Add a Year to Date (YTD) preset filter to all the Analytics date filters 
[Business Enhancement] Add a Year to Date (YTD) preset filter to all Reports with date filters 
[Business Enhancement] Increase the height of the ABN patient signature box to make it easier for a patient 
to sign 
[Business Enhancement] Add a new Drop Ship button for OfficeCare only called Clinic Address so Users can 
pull in the clinic address when utilizing Drop Ship on a PA 
[Business Enhancement] On all Analytics graphs and tables, the UOM CF should be considered when showing 
Unit Price so the data is more accurate 
[Business Enhancement] Show Users a message in Analytics if any default filters or set filters yield no data for 
that graph or table so they aren’t confused why it’s blank 
[Business Enhancement] Add an additional sort by SKU on the Stock by Item tab on the Inventory Location 
page so it’s easier to view items on the list (sort will be Product Name > SKU) 
[Business Enhancement] Update the OfficeCare Drop Ship PA PDFs Dispensing Location address section to 
display ‘Ship Attention’ before the address so it’s easy for RCM to tell where the product was sent or needs to 
be sent 
[Business Enhancement] On Analytics, the CSV downloads for tables should respect any column sorting  
[Business Enhancement] Add the ability to Cancel adding a Rental product to a PA to match other products 
[Business Enhancement] Prevent Users from removing the ‘See EMR/PM’ diagnosis code so the PA doesn’t 
get into a strange state 
[Business Enhancement] When clicking the Check Status button on Restocks, open the tracking page in a new 
tab 
[Reports] Update the ‘Billing Interface Date’ column header on the PA Status report to ‘Billing Submission 
Date’ so it’s more clear 
[Operational Enhancement] Update the New & Edit Inventory Locations page to bootstrap4 
[Operational Enhancement] Update the testing favicon colors so it’s easy to tell which environment you are in 
as QA or Dev  
[Operational Enhancement] Hide the Biller sender email field in SM 
[Operational Enhancement] Add the ability for SA roles to switch to SM from the account change page 
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Release Notes Cont.                                    October 27, 2021 
 
[Future Functionality] PAM create environment variables in preparation for testing 
[Future Functionality] PAM configure account level actions to enable 
[Future Functionality] MDM connect everything so we can display conversations 
[Bug Fix] On iPad, satellite restocks status buttons change when rotating between landscape and portrait 
[Bug Fix] On Analytics Current Inventory Analysis by Product table, the margins are off when viewed in 
landscape on iPad 
[Bug Fix] On the Inventory Location Incomplete Restocks tab, if there are two or more pages Complete 
restocks are showing 
[Bug Fix] When deleting a Stock Record for an Inventory Item, the Item should not disappear from the product 
page  
[Bug Fix] User page search filters are not working in SM 
[Bug Fix] MiQ PA workflow should check if MiQ is enabled at the Clinic level instead of the Account level 
[Bug Fix] When signing an ABN in landscape on iPad, the signature isn’t following your finger on the screen 
[Bug Fix] Importing a Payment Method then quickly adding a signature can put the PA in a strange frontend 
state 
[Bug Fix] All of the Analytics text in the hamburger menus should match 
[Bug Fix] Notes should not be visible on the Satellite Restocks tab 
[Chore] Set benefits verification version to nil on all accounts that currently have it set to 0 
[Chore] Run rake task to inactivate patient profiles for 728 
[Chore] Remove Birst code from the application so we don’t have obsolete code 
 


